
But This Monster has...

Duplication- When a Monster is subjected to damage, it

creates a new copy of itself if it has at least 10 hit points.

Each new copy has hit points equal to half the original

Monster’s, rounded down. Copies have this ability also.

Energy- Choose one of the following; Lightning, Fire, Cold,

Radiant or Thunder. At the start of each of the Monster’s

turns, each creature within 5 feet of it takes 7 (2d6) damage

of the type chosen. A creature that touches the Monster or

hits it with a melee attack while within 5 feet of it takes 7

(2d6) damage of the type chosen.

Regeneration- The Monster regains 10 hit points at the

start of its turn. Choose a type of damage, Lightning, Fire,

Cold, Radiant, Poison, Psychic or Thunder. If the Monster

takes this type of damage, this trait doesn't function at the

start of the Monster’s next turn. The Monster dies only if it

starts its turn with 0 hit points and doesn't regenerate.

Etherealness- As a bonus action, the Monster can

magically shift from the Material Plane to the Ethereal Plane,

or vice versa.

Size changing- As an action this Monster can change their

size up or down one category. This ability can’t change the

Monster’s size by more than 2 categories in either direction.

While enlarged, the Monster doubles its damage dice on

Strength-based weapon attacks (per increased category) and

makes Strength checks and Strength saving throws with

advantage. While reduced, the Monster’s damage dice do one

die lower per size category, minimum d4. It also makes

Strength checks and Strength saving throws with

disadvantage. The Monster’s AC also increases by 1 per size

category.

Flying- The Monster now has a flying speed of 60 feet.

Invisiblity- This Monster is invisible. It may switch

between visible and invisible as an action.

Venom– when the Monster hits on an attack the target

must make a DC 10 Constitution saving throw, taking 5 (2d4)

poison damage on a failed save, or half as much damage on a

successful one.

Gelatinous Body- The Monster can use its movement to

enter a creatures' spaces that is the same size category or

less. Whenever it enters an others creature's space, the

creature must make a DC 12 Dexterity saving throw. On a

successful save, the creature can choose to be pushed 5 feet

back. On a failed save, the Monster enters the creature's

space. The engulfed creature can't breathe and is restrained.

An engulfed creature can try to escape by taking an action to

make a DC 12 Strength check.

Tentacles- The Monster gains an additional tentacle

attack. When the Monster hits on this attack the target is

grappled (escape DC 12). Until this grapple ends, the

Monster can't use its tentacles on another target.

Armored Body- The hide of the Monster is coated in metal,

stone, wood, or some other durable substance. The Monster

gains Damage Immunity: Bludgeoning, Piercing, and

Slashing from Nonmagical Attacks.

Breath Weapon- Choose a type of damage, Lightning, Fire,

Cold, Radiant, Poison, Psychic or Thunder. The Monster can

use its action to exhale destructive energy. The Monster

exhales it’s breath weapon in a 15-foot cone. Each creature in

that area must make a DC 13 Dexterity saving throw, taking

12 (4d6) damage on a failed save, or half as much damage on

a successful one.

Quickness- The speed of the Monster is doubled, it gains a

+2 bonus to AC, it has advantage on Dexterity saving throws,

and doubles the number of attacks on each of its turns.

Intelligence- The Monster’s Intelligence score becomes 20,

unless it is already higher. This reflects in its skills, saves,

Intelligence based spells and tactics.

As an bonus action the Monster can target one creature it

can see within 30 feet of it. The target must succeed on a DC

15 Intelligence saving throw or the Monster psychically

learns one fact or secret about the target.

Rage- When this Monster drops below half its maximum

hit points for the first time in combat it becomes Enraged. It

has advantage on Strength checks and Strength saving

throws. The Monsters melee weapon attack’s damage dice

are doubled.

Clockwork Body- This Monster is of a clockwork

construction and doesn’t require air, food, drink, or sleep. If it

has spent at least one round in combat with another creature,

as a bonus action, the Monster can give itself advantage on

the next attack against that creature.

Petrifying- As an action this Monster can is a gaze attack

to petrify one creature it can see. The target must succeed on

a DC 13 Constitution saving throw. On a failed save, a target

begins to turn to stone and is restrained. The restrained

target must repeat the saving throw at the end of its next

turn. On a success, the effect ends on the target. On a failure,

the target is petrified until freed by the greater restoration

spell or other magic.

Charming- One humanoid the Monster can see within 30

feet of it must succeed on a DC 15 Wisdom saving throw or

be magically charmed for 1 minute. The charmed target does

its best to defend and aid the Monster. If the target suffers

any harm from the Monster or a close friend, it can repeat the

saving throw, ending the effect on a success.

Reviving- If damage reduces the Monster to 0 hit points, it

must make a Constitution saving throw with a DC of 5 + the

damage taken. On a success, the Monster drops to 1 hit point

instead.
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